TDM-375  Inserting comment line returns error message.

TDM-376  Tab keystroke on incomplete edit of outline item generates an exception.

TDM-386  Changing the name of an instance variable in a class does not reflect in the client outline.

TDM-389  IDE cannot start due to incorrect side-by-side configuration.

TDM-390  Multiple mouse clicks in and around a Layout Grid in the Layout View causes IDE to crash.

TDM-392  Commented line item variable displaying compiler error.

TDM-403  Unable to add controls other than Button into Layout Grid in Footer.

TDM-404  On German OS, it is not possible to set decimal font size.

TDM-405  IDE - Some keys of the numeric keypad do not work during edit mode.

TDM-406  "Convert to" action in the outline throws an exception in the IDE.

TDM-419  Combo Box refill is incorrectly appending to its dropdown list.

TDM-421  Request for handling European number formatting.
TDM-425   Issue with using restored array binding for populating controls with "On Create" event.

TDM-436   A commented Alert under "If" statement still executes.